Mechanical analysis of insertion problems and pain during colonoscopy: Why highly skill-dependent colonoscopy routines are necessary in the first place... and how they may be avoided
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BACKGROUND: Colonoscopy requires highly skill-dependent manoeuvres that demand a significant amount of training, and can cause considerable discomfort to patients, which increases the use of sedatives. Understanding the underlying fundamental mechanics behind insertion difficulties and pain during colonoscopy may help to simplify colonoscopy and reduce the required extent of training and reliance on sedatives.

METHODS: A literature search, anatomical studies, models of the colon and colonoscope, and bench tests were used to qualitatively analyze the fundamental mechanical causes of insertion difficulties and pain. A categorized review resulted in an overview of potential alternatives to current colonoscopes.

RESULTS: To advance a colonoscope through the colon, the colon wall, ligaments and peritoneum must be stretched, thus creating tension in the colon wall, which resists further wall deformation. This resistance forces the colonoscope to bend and follow the curves of the colon. The deformations that cause insertion difficulties and pain (necessitating the use of complex conventional manoeuvres) are the stretching of ligaments, and stretching of colon wall in the transverse and longitudinal directions, and the peritoneum.

CONCLUSIONS: Four fundamental mechanical solutions to prevent these deformations were extracted from the analysis. The current results may help in the development of new colonoscopy devices that reduce – or eliminate – the necessity of using highly skill-dependent manoeuvres, facilitate training and reduce the use of sedatives.
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Highly advanced colonoscopes (‘scope[s]’) are used to screen the human colon for diseases and abnormalities, and also for treatment. A scope is an endoscope with a 1.2 m to 1.6 m long flexible but torsionally stiff shaft. Its distal end (‘tip’) can be bent in four directions by twisting control wheels on a grip at the proximal end of the scope. A digital camera, light supply fibres and channels for instruments, air and water are embodied in the instrument. The scope is inserted into the anus and pushed into the colon up to the cecum or terminal ileum, while bending the tip to negotiate around colonic bends (1,2).

The functionally necessary flexibility and length of the scope shaft and the floppy nature of the colon and its attachments hamper, and may prohibit, reaching the cecum and visualizing the entire colon (success rates for experienced endoscopists generally average between 80% and 99%, with some averages <80%) (3-9). This results in colonoscopy being a time-consuming procedure and one that is difficult to master (4-8,10). Furthermore, the extensive training in practice that is required to master gastrointestinal endoscopy procedures has a negative effect on endoscopy case throughput and cost (11). The actions required to perform a full colonoscopy can also be painful for the patient. Sedation is often used to prevent pain, although it increases the risk of complications and lowers patient satisfaction (12,13).

Many attempts to reduce patient discomfort have been made, ranging from using hypnosis or music, to using thinner scopes or using water to expand the colon (14). Current colonoscopy manuals and the literature extensively describe the conventional scope manoeuvres that can be used to prevent or solve insertion problems (1,2,15-17). However,
they do so from an experience-based perspective and not in terms of fundamental mechanical causes and solutions. Creating early awareness of the mechanical and kinetic behaviour of the colonoscope and the patient's anatomy may help to improve endoscopist performance (18). This may work even better when combined with well-structured training programs that carefully make use of trainees' self-assessment and structured practice such as those described by Mohammed et al (19). Understanding the mechanisms that cause conventional scope manoeuvres and sedation to be required may help to develop solutions that would make both highly skill-dependent techniques and sedation less necessary (or unnecessary). This would enable endoscopists to undergo less costly and more rapid training; reduce procedure times, complications and the use of sedatives; and increase colonoscopy success rates. Such improvements would, in turn, make colonoscopy more suitable for broad-based screening.

The current article presents an analysis of the fundamental mechanical causes of insertion difficulties and pain during colonoscopy to gain understanding about why conventional scope manoeuvres and sedation are currently required. Taking this mechanical point of view is an attempt to fill the gaps in flexible endoscopy manuals and the literature. The results of the analysis will be used as hypotheses to design studies aimed at expanding the fundamental knowledge of insertion problems and pain, and to properly guide the design of new instruments for colonoscopy. Simple theoretical models of the colon and the scope were used to simplify the analysis. The final section of the present article contains a brief, categorized overview of alternatives to the current colonoscopes that are suggested in the scientific and patent literature.

FUNDAMENTAL MECHANICAL CAUSES

Generally, the key to a successful colonoscopy is to make and keep the sigmoid colon straight during and after the scope reaches the descending colon (1,2,17,20-22). To do so, the sigmoid colon must first be passed, which can be difficult. Commonly, the most challenging areas for scope insertion are the S-shaped sigmoid colon, the U-shaped splenic flexure, the wide U-shaped transverse colon and the U-shaped hepatic flexure (1,2,15-17,23). Each anatomical part has its own characteristic shape, fixation, suspension and problem scenarios.

Although challenging situations in the transverse colon and right lateral colon differ in appearance and suggested solutions (1,2,17,20-22), their fundamental mechanical causes, as well as the fundamental mechanisms that lead to solutions, are similar to those in the sigmoid colon. Therefore, full scope insertion was analyzed, but only the trajectory up to the splenic flexure is discussed in detail in the present article. The results of the analysis are illustrated using some of the often occurring loops that are best known to endoscopists.

Model derivation

Conventional scope manoeuvres are used in all types of subjects. Therefore, an average healthy anatomy is used to model the colon. The centre of Figure 1 depicts an anatomical scheme of a human colon. The outer area of Figure 1 shows the colon modelled as a very flexible, elastic tube. Movement and deformation of the colon are limited by three factors: stiffness of the colon wall; stiffness of the abdominal wall and the organs surrounding the colon; and the suspending 'ligaments' of the colon.

Some simplifications and assumptions were made to prevent the model of the colon from becoming unnecessarily complex. The colon wall is modelled as a smooth tube because wrinkles (as found along the entire length of the colon) have little influence on the bending behaviour of a lax tube. The small bowel acts as a viscous mass that limits the movement and deformations of the colon in all directions and is, therefore, modelled by increasing the deformation resistance of the colon. Abdominal pressure is omitted from the model because abdominal pressure differs little from atmospheric pressure (24-26). Movements and deformations of the colon are assumed to remain inside the abdomen. Therefore, the abdominal wall is omitted from the model. Friction between the colon and the scope is excluded because it is significantly reduced by the slippery mucosa present inside the colon.

The rectum lies fixed on the pelvic bone and is, therefore, modelled as a fixed part of the sigmoid colon. The sigmoid colon lies as an almost free S-shape between the rectum and the descending colon. The descending colon, constrained over its entire length by tight ligament attachments, is modelled as being entirely fixed. The splenic flexure, which is suspended by a ligament that can bend freely but can barely stretch, is modelled as being suspended by a cable (which can also bend freely and barely stretch). Organs surrounding the colon (spleen, liver) prevent the splenic flexure from moving far upward. The peritoneum is very thin and folded, and is assumed to only slightly influence the behaviour of the sigmoid and transverse colon. It is modelled as an increased deformation resistance of the colon.

The transverse colon hangs between the splenic and hepatic flexures. The connections between the transverse colon and both flexures are parts of – and thus equally as elastic – the colon wall and, are therefore, modelled as springs. The hepatic flexure and the ascending colon are modelled as a mirrored copy of the splenic flexure and the descending colon. The cecum hangs freely on the ascending colon.

During colonoscopy, the patient's position is occasionally altered to let the colon drop into a better configuration or enable gravity help propel the endoscope (1,2). The effects of gravity are omitted from the model because they do not alter the fundamental behaviour of the colon or the scope. The same applies to colon inflation and deflation techniques. The scope's stiffness is assumed to be similar to that of well-developed modern scopes (ie, optimized to be pushed through the colon) and to have ideal spring-like properties. The rectum lies fixed on the pelvic bone and is, therefore, modelled as a fixed part of the sigmoid colon. The sigmoid colon lies as an almost free S-shape between the rectum and the descending colon. The descending colon, constrained over its entire length by tight ligament attachments, is modelled as being entirely fixed. The splenic flexure, which is suspended by a ligament that can bend freely but can barely stretch, is modelled as being suspended by a cable (which can also bend freely and barely stretch). Organs surrounding the colon (spleen, liver) prevent the splenic flexure from moving far upward. The peritoneum is very thin and folded, and is assumed to only slightly influence the behaviour of the sigmoid and transverse colon. It is modelled as an increased deformation resistance of the colon.

The transverse colon hangs between the splenic and hepatic flexures. The connections between the transverse colon and both flexures are parts of – and thus equally as elastic – the colon wall and, are therefore, modelled as springs. The hepatic flexure and the ascending colon are modelled as a mirrored copy of the splenic flexure and the descending colon. The cecum hangs freely on the ascending colon.

During colonoscopy, the patient's position is occasionally altered to let the colon drop into a better configuration or enable gravity help propel the endoscope (1,2). The effects of gravity are omitted from the model because they do not alter the fundamental behaviour of the colon or the scope. The same applies to colon inflation and deflation techniques. The scope's stiffness is assumed to be similar to that of well-developed modern scopes (ie, optimized to be pushed through the colon) and to have ideal spring-like properties.

ANALYSIS

Insertion difficulties

Flat loop: To determine why these manoeuvres are indispensable to conventional colonoscopy, the analysis first views colonoscopy without highly skill-dependent scope manoeuvres. Therefore, in the analysis,
the scope is advanced through the colon solely by pushing against the shaft and steering the tip.

When the scope is pushed into the first bend of the (modelled) sigmoid colon – by using only straightforward insertion without any special straightening or twisting manoeuvres – the scope tip will eventually contact the first bend in the outer curve. Figure 2A depicts a qualitative impression of the push force distribution (qpush-1) on the colon wall during first contact between the scope and the colon wall. There are only normal forces (forces acting perpendicular to contact surfaces) and no tangential forces (forces acting along contact surfaces) because the presence of mucosa is assumed to eliminate all friction. During this first insertion stage, deformation stresses in the colon wall are small and the colon provides little resistance. This is because the colon wall is primarily being pushed away and the bend enlarges by drawing length from the second bend.

The stiffness of the scope resists bending in a spring-like manner. The further the scope shaft is bent, the more force is needed. Thus, during scope advancement, the magnitude of qpush-1 increases (Figure 2B). When the second bend has no more length to offer, the colon must stretch to enable further enlargement of the first bend. Meanwhile, deformation stresses in the colon wall grow due to the increasing stretching of the colon and these stresses begin to equal the push force and guide the scope along the bend.

In the third stage (Figure 2C), the tip has passed the first bend. The stresses in the colon wall and the push forces exerted by the scope on the colon wall are now in equilibrium. The bent length of the scope and the force required to bend it (the scope is assumed to behave similar to an ideal spring) is constant, and the scope follows the bend without further stretching the bend.

The scope tip can prod into the colon wall because the colon wall is ‘floppy’ (Figure 3A). If this happens, the tip applies push forces on the colon wall with its frontal surface; hence, a reaction force acts against that surface and the scope shaft is pushed against from two sides. This can cause buckling of the scope shaft, which adds buckling forces (qbuckle) to qpush-1. During further advancement (Figure 3B), the total force on the second bend (qpush-2) increases together with the length of bent scope in that bend. When the tip has passed the second bend and no longer prods into the wall (Figure 3C), qbuckle disappears and the first bend recovers from the amount of stretching that was initially caused by the buckling of the scope shaft.

**Flat loop with acute bend:** In a very lax or very long sigmoid colon, the first bend can be enlarged considerably by drawing more length from and reducing the bending radius of the second bend (Figure 4) before the first bend provides sufficient resistance to guide the scope. In such a case, because the scope tip must bend very sharply to fit in the second bend, all forces in the second bend act on a single small area, which inhibits tip advancement and increases the risk of colon perforation (1,2).

**N-loop:** Because the sigmoid colon is barely constrained in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the model, three-dimensional configurations are also possible. One example is the N-shaped loop that occurs when the sigmoid colon partially moves out of its plane. This allows the first bend to move over the second (Figures 5 and 6). This loop resembles a flat loop with an acute bend in which the first bend is enlarged so much that it runs over the descending colon.

When an acute bend occurs somewhere in the trajectory, that bend’s radius must be enlarged before advancement of the scope is possible (1,2). Note that fully straightening a bend means making its radius of curvature infinitely large. Conventional colonoscopy routines aimed at enlarging acute bends use the same mechanisms that can cause difficult configurations. The relatively high stiffness of the sigmoid colon and the normal forces (qpush-1) that are exerted by the scope shaft on the colon wall. A First stage: bend enlargement is mainly caused by moving the colon. B Second stage: bend enlargement is mainly caused by stretching the colon. C Third stage: equilibrium.
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pass if it is acutely bent. The solution for further advancement is simi-
lar to first straighten loops in the sigmoid colon before advancing
through the descending colon. Otherwise, ‘recurrent looping’ can
occur due to easier buckling of the shaft (1,2). Furthermore, when the
scope is bent sharply or in many loops, the forces that are applied to
the proximal end of the shaft are not properly transferred to the tip,
which deteriorates tip control due to friction inside the scope.

Figure 7 illustrates recurrent looping in its early stage. When trying
to advance the scope through the splenic flexure, the scope can bend
or buckle where it is not sufficiently straight or guided. The endoscop-
ist has no visual of the behaviour of the scope shaft, which can further
complicate scope insertion. For example, the endoscopist may reiniti-
ate loop formation by trying to resolve suspected looping in the splenic
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little force on the wall of the transverse colon due to the usually large
bending radius that is present in the transverse colon. Therefore, little
stretching of the colon wall is required to balance the forces exerted by
the scope. However, in very long transverse colons (often in women)
(27,28) deep transverse looping (1,2) can occur. This can complicate
insertion due to an acute bend halfway through the transverse colon,
which increases the force required to bend the scope; and the long
length of inserted scope shaft, which increases the risk of recurrent
looping due to buckling. The mechanical causes are the relatively high
stiffness of the scope (requiring greater resistance to bend the scope)
and the lack of constraints on the long transverse colon.

The hepatic flexure is a mirror image of the splenic flexure. The
proximal end of the hepatic flexure cannot adapt itself to the scope,
making acute bending of the scope necessary. The unavoidable acute
bend in the hepatic flexure increases the force required to bend and
advance the scope. This required level of force, combined with the
long preceding trajectory, increases the risk of recurrent looping. The
straight and fixed ascending colon usually does not add difficulty, pro-
vided no recurrent looping is present (1,2).

**Pain**

An empty colon is crumpled. If gas or feces accumulate, the colon can
stretch like a balloon in the transverse and longitudinal directions,
which can be painful (29,30). The same occurs when the colon is
inflated with air or carbon dioxide (which reduces postprocedural pain
compared with air [31,32]) during colonoscopy to obtain proper view-
ing space and freedom of movement (Figure 8). The colon is fairly
elastic; its maximum elongation before breakage has been measured to
be up to 361% after necropsy (33). However, excessive stretching
thins and tenses the colon wall and, thus, increases the risk of colon
wall perforation (34).

It is clear that with conventional colonoscopy, some sigmoid looping
or stretching is virtually unavoidable. It is not clear whether the sigmoid
colon is stretched beyond its natural unfolded length or just unfolded
during looping. Bhattacharj (35) measured the mean (± SD) length of the
unfolded sigmoid colon in live subjects in North India to be
44.4±9.6 cm in females and 48.6±12.4 cm in males. Saunders et al
(36) measured the median of the unfolded length of rectum plus sig-
moid colon in Western and Oriental live subjects to be 34 cm (range
17 cm to 78 cm) and 33 cm (range 15 cm to 55 cm), respectively. The
rectum and the descending colon lie approximately 20 cm apart. If a
sigmoid colon of 50 cm unfolded length (which is relatively long) is
attached between rectum and descending colon and an a-loop as large
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as possible is formed in it without stretching the colon beyond its natural unfolded length, the loop resembles a 10 cm diameter circle lying on a 20 cm straight line (Figure 9).

To test whether such a loop can be adopted by a conventional scope, an Olympus CF Type 130 (Olympus, Japan) was forced into a minimal-diameter loop. The loop was made as small as possible by pulling at both ends of the shaft without damaging the scope. The resulting loop had a diameter of approximately 10 cm (Figure 10), which just fits the loop shown in Figure 9. However, it requires considerable force to obtain such a small loop and the colon will thus be substantially stretched beyond its natural unfolded length if the scope is advanced through such a loop. Because most sigmoid colons are shorter than 50 cm when unfolded, one can assume that some longitudinal stretching of the colon wall will occur during formation of loops or large bends. If longitudinal colon stretching causes pain, some level of pain during conventional colonoscopy without sedation will likely occur (16).

Because the colon is attached to the peritoneum, the peritoneum moves whenever the colon is moved or deformed. Because the peritoneum lies in large folds, it may be moved but also may be stretched (the mesenteries in particular) during movement or deformation of the colon.

When the scope is pushed through a bend, the bend stretches. However, if the colon were simply unconstrained, it would just translate when pushed against instead of deforming and guiding the scope. It is evident that constraining reaction forces must be acting at the fixation points of the colon (Figure 11). Consequently, ligaments are being pulled and stretched during scope advancement. Little is known about the sensitivity of these ligaments to pain. However, the ligaments suspending the flexures and fixing the colon are comprised of peritoneal folds. Because the peritoneum is sensitive to traction and scratching, the same is also expected of these ligaments (30).

RESULTS

Fundamental mechanical causes

The considerations described above led to the conclusion that four deformation types occur during scope insertion (Figure 12). Which of these is most painful depends on the sensitivity of the colon, peritoneum and ligaments to stretching. There are several reports on pain during colonoscopy, but none clearly distinguishes the anatomical and physiological origins of the pain (1,10,15-17,29,30,37). The overview of deformation types in Figure 12 can be used to systematically investigate the relationships between deformation types and pain. Being aware of these relationships may help to prevent these pain-causing deformations and reduce the use of sedatives.

Pain levels also depend on the amount of force applied to the colon wall and on the resulting strain in the colon wall. Forces exerted by the endoscopist’s hand on the scope shaft are known to demonstrate peak forces (up to 3 kg push) that correspond with insertion difficulties, especially at the flexures and during looping (23,38). Measurement of forces exerted directly on the colon wall in a Hoken colon model – performed with a force-sensing sheet on the scope shaft – indicated a
There are two methods to visualize the location and pose of a scope shaft in the colon: fluoroscopy and endoscope imaging systems such as the Olympus ‘ScopeGuide’ system (1,2,16). However, the former carries the risk of radiation and does not appear to be acceptable except in highly selected cases. There are varying opinions about the results of endoscope imaging systems in the literature. It appears that loops are better handled by less experienced endoscopists; however, pain is not decreased (16,41-45).

‘FUTUROSCOPI’
There are useful proposals for alternatives to colonoscopy with a regular scope (eg, a barium enema, three-dimensional computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging, intestinal inspection with a camera pill) (1,2,46-55). However, these still lack functionalities for therapeutic procedures (eg, removing polyps) and cannot replace the scopes currently in use.

Devices with a tube that extends out of the patient’s body offer more possibilities than external visualization methods or wireless devices and are safer because if the device fails, the tube acts as a live wire so that the device can be pulled out. The tube also eliminates the necessity of equipping a tiny device with a power supply, light source, and air and water tanks.

A search for wired devices to be inserted into the anus that comply, at least in part, with the four suggested solution directions was conducted in the scientific and patent literature to find alternatives to conventional colonoscopes. The literature and patents were searched up to August 2011 using Scopus.com, Espacenet.nl and Freepatentsonline.com. Relevant key words and patent classes were used as search parameters. The results are categorized in Figure 13 and briefly discussed below with some examples.

Physical track shaft-guidance mechanisms are devices that physically guide the scope, similar to rails guiding a train (56). They are usually designed as overtubes (57-66). After negotiating the scope through some of the bends of the colon, a relatively stiff or selectively stiffened over-tube, such as the ShapeLock (USGI Medical, USA) overtube concept (62,63,67), is slid over the scope shaft to prevent recurrent looping. Friedland and Soertikno (64) showed how a single stiffness overtube combined with a thin scope applies two of the suggested solution directions. After passing and straightening the sigmoid colon with the thin scope (“make the scope follow the colonic bends more easily”) the overtube was introduced over the scope shaft. The overtube increases the scope’s stiffness to prevent it from buckling during further advancement (“prevent the scope from excessive pushing against the colon wall”). However, it remains necessary to first negotiate through the convoluted colonic curves.

By combining two selectively stiffened overtubes, a system is obtained that should, in theory, be able to virtually prevent any stretching of the colon wall (except stretching due to excessive inflation) (56,68,69). Unfortunately, to date, no such system has been demonstrated in the literature as a fully functional colonoscopy device.

Virtual track shaft-guidance mechanisms are devices that obtain trajectory shape information from the angulation of the scope tip and use that information to actively control the pose of the scope shaft during advancement to make the entire scope shaft follow the path of the scope tip in a snakelike manner (56). The oldest virtual track shaft-guidance mechanism found (70) contains a train of articulated segments with magnetic clutches that control the angulation of each segment (Figure 14). This design basically applies the same solution directions as physical track shaft-guidance mechanisms; however, similar to newer variants such as the NeoGuide system (NeoGuide Systems, USA), which was successfully demonstrated in the literature but was never made commercially available, may be very expensive due to its numerous parts (71-76).

Self-propelling endoscopes are aimed at the solutions ‘make the scope follow the colonic bends more easily’ and ‘prevent the scope from excessive pushing against the colon wall’ by replacing the push forces acting on the scope shaft with a driving force applied directly at the tip.

There are many examples of such endoscopes and they can be classified into various families.

There are still no freely available devices that comply, at least in part, with the four suggested solution directions. Such devices could be important in highly selected cases. There are many patents, including some that are currently being used in clinical practice (eg, the Olympus ‘ScopeGuide’ system, 1,2,16).

‘FUTUROSCOPI’

\[\text{Loeve et al}\]

\[\text{Figure 13) Categories of wired, internal colonoscopic devices that are potential alternatives to conventional colonoscopes}\]

---

correlation between peak forces (up to approximately 1.3 kg push) exerted on the colon wall and insertion difficulties (39). Because difficult colonoscopy and pain are correlated (10), it is likely that peak forces and pain are also correlated. However, to date, there are no conclusive data regarding force distributions or deformation types during scope insertion or about relationships between deformation types (Figure 12) and pain.

**SOLUTION DIRECTIONS**

All colonoscopy difficulties evidently arise from the need to advance the scope shaft by pushing while the colon is too lax to resist and redirect these forces. Preventing the four deformation types described would help prevent the discussed insertion difficulties and causes of pain. The foregoing analysis suggests four fundamental, mechanical solution directions:

- make the scope follow the colonic bends more easily;
- make the colon provide better guidance to the scope; and
- prevent excessive pushing against the colon wall.

In conventional colonoscopy, transverse stretching of the colon can be limited by reducing inflation. Longitudinal colon stretching is unavoidable because pushing against the colon wall (which also causes stretching of the ligaments and the peritoneum) is unavoidable due to the (necessary) stiffness of the scope shaft. However, all stretching types may be limited by carefully choosing the correct scope manoeuvres in all situations, as described in colonoscopy manuals (eg, frequently pulling back the scope while advancing it through the sigmoid colon and straightening bends before further advancement) (1,2). However, the endoscopist cannot visualize scope shaft behaviour and must operate on personal expertise or use some visualization method to decide which manoeuvres should be used and when. Due to this limitation, endoscopists misdiagnose 69% of loops, and applied ancillary techniques, such as applying hand pressure on the patient’s belly or changing the patient’s position, are only effective in 52% of attempts (40).
Therefore, not included in Figure 13 (14,65,112-114). For example, are elegant and helpful but tackle the problems less rigorously and are, on tests with such mechanisms were found.

- Against the front of the endoscope tip to transfer momentum. No data
- - that are aimed backward from the endoscope tip to generate a reaction
- - force on the endoscope tip for propulsion. In mass-impact mechanism.
- - that is folded at the tip of the scope, extends over the scope shaft and is
- - fixed outside the patient. Its scope tip is propelled by inflating the inelastic
- - sleeve. The Aeroscope (GI View, Israel) (94) works similarly but is
- - purely diagnostic and anchors in the rectum.

- By actively controlling peristalsis of the colon, a device could be
- - advanced by peristaltic locomotion without losing control of its move- ments, which is a limitation of existing camera pills. The devices
- - described by Mosse et al (95,96) (Figure 15) and Long et al (97,98)
- - are made to induce peristalsis by locally applying electrical pulses to the
- - colon, which contracts where the pulse is applied. Such a device would
- - apply all four solution directions at once. However, although experi- ments investigating controlled peristaltic locomotion in animals were
- - reported (99-101), reports of successful locomotion of colonoscopy devices
- - through controlled peristalsis could not be found.

- Without slip, rolling through the colon could provide fast and continuous locomotion. Breedveld et al (102) designed a colonoscopy device that uses rolling locomotion (Figure 16). It uses doughnut-shaped constructions of metal gauze stents to propel the device. The stents are driven by cables and mounted around an endoscope. Although seemingly feasible, no literature was found about tests with this or other rolling systems (52,103-105). Ongoing research on mucosal adhesive materials (106,107) is aimed at obtaining grip in the colon by sticking to the mucosa. These materials can be used to increase grip in the colon for rolling and clamp-slide locomotion.

- Inertia locomotion mechanisms use the inertia of masses to generate propulsion forces. Two types of inertia locomotion were found: jet propulsion (108,109) and propulsion by impact of a mass inside the endoscope (110,111). Jet propulsion mechanisms accelerate water jets that are aimed backward from the endoscope tip to generate a reaction force on the endoscope tip for propulsion. In mass-impact mechanisms, a mass that can move inside the endoscope tip is launched against the front of the endoscope tip to transfer momentum. No data on tests with such mechanisms were found.

- Some adaptations of current colonoscopes have been suggested that are elegant and helpful but tackle the problems less rigorously and are, therefore, not included in Figure 13 (14,65,112-114). For example,
78. Seufert WD, Bessette FM, inventors; Device for Carrying Observation and/or Manipulation Instruments. Canada patent 4,054,128. October 18, 1977.